
Navigating Walk Guide #2
Challenge
Together

A Walk that Reconnects
~ exercising our Active Hope in uncertain times

~

Time Elements of the walk

3mins Welcome to this walk - Starting out:

Walk freely, at a pace that you enjoy, allowing conversation or silence. When ready, perhaps at a
distinct feature or fork in the path, pause for a moment to take a few deep breaths and take in your
surroundings.

When you’re ready put on your headphones and, as you continue walking, listen to the Audio Intro
and Audio 1.   Press play on the audio now.

12mins Sleeping in the Forest - Audio 1

15mins Hunt the good stuff:

Take a few minutes to widen your senses as you walk. Eyes alert to the colours all around, ears to
the sounds near and far. Enjoy the sense of balance in your body as you walk, your sense of touch
tuned to changes in the path. Balancing your attention between sight, sound and touch.

When you feel well tuned in…the hunt for good stuff begins. ‘The good stuff’ are things that draw your
attention, curiosity, and feel good to spend some time taking notice of - big and small. Perhaps the
things you’d easily miss at other times - a raindrop on a leaf, a view across a field, a bird singing. Try
pausing with the ‘best’ as you take ten normal breaths.

If with others, share if you wish. Or you may like to take an image or sound clip to enjoy again later.
When you have filled yourself with the good stuff, move on to the activity below.

10mins ‘I don’t care!’:

There are many things happening in the world right now that we might well feel tense or concerned
about, here’s a chance to let off some steam. Below are two sentences started, for you to finish…..

1. I’m sick and tired of reading or hearing about….
2. I don’t want to think about this stuff because it makes me feel….

If walking with others alternate turns, take at least 2 minutes each per sentence starter. If walking
solo, try some dramatic journaling, or find a big sky or tree to voice your responses to outloud (or
pretend you are ranting to someone on your phone!). Practising articulating our feelings in this way
can be a helpful process to discover what we really do feel in response to what is happening in the
world.  See this exercise as an invitation to have a go.

Explore using big gestures, dramatic intonation, big sighs and acted up facial expressions. Let it out.
Be playful. Keep walking as you share!



When ready, move through the two activities below.

3 mins Core-relaxation:
Walk quietly for a few minutes, feeling your feet in contact with the ground as you walk. Can you relax
your belly, chest, shoulders, throat, and jaw.  Can you soften the muscles around your eyes?

15mins Walking with truth:

As you continue walking, find things on the path or in your surroundings to represent some of the
feelings or thoughts that came up for you doing ‘I don’t care’ exercise.

What can you see around you that could represent feelings of confusion, worry, anger, grief,
overwhelm, fear, frustration, numbness? - All are valid emotions when we properly look at the
challenges of our times. An example might be: a stone to represent my worry.

If you’re with other people, take turns to find an object (if small, perhaps pick it up and if large just
look at it) and talk about all that it represents with your friend(s). If walking solo, simply take
some time to think about why you chose it, and/or note some feelings down in your notebook.

● Perhaps you find one object that represents several different feelings. Or you might choose to
continue walking and search for something else that you can use to represent other feelings.

● Repeat as many times as you like and give yourself plenty of time for this activity.

Move on to Audio 2 when you are ready.

14mins Brushing our boundaries - Audio 2

10mins The Wood Wide Web (The unseen world beneath our feet) - Audio 3
Find a spot near a tree, or if in open land, one that you can see a tree from.

When you are ready to move after listening to audio 3, set off walking again, with awareness that as
you tread this path or track or field, that beneath your feet is an unseen world of interrelated beings,
sharing resources and information and supporting each other to thrive in the tougher times.

5mins Touchstones and Honest Conversation:

Collect something along the final bit of your walk that you can take (without negative impact) to
remind you of what you’ve been exploring along the way. Pop it in your pocket, wallet or bag to find at
another time, a tactile reminder or ‘touchstone’ connecting you to this walk.

You are also invited to take with you an intention to have an honest and kind conversation with
someone about what is challenging in the world right now, for if we don’t discuss these things it is
harder to change them together.

3mins Continue with the audio to close this walk, press play on the audio now.

Thank you for choosing to gift yourself time to walk, discover and connect with
these guided Walks that Reconnect here in the National Forest. We hope you
enjoyed the experience. We’d love to hear how it was for you, this would help us to
continue developing walks like these. We’d welcome your feedback here.

https://forms.gle/U3ryBFdWa2dxUSXo7

